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  DeepVerge  

Microsaic Systems 
 

 

News updates from both DeepVerge and Microsaic have been released this morning.  

While providing a trading update for its traditionally quiet first quarter, in which Q1 

2022 produced record unaudited sales up 84% to £2.38m, DeepVerge also confirmed one 

of its divisions had signed a Manufacturing Services Framework Agreement (‘MSFA’) 

with Microsaic with an initial contract worth £400,000, while also noting that it is 

presently seeing post-COVID market and sales activity intensify across all its 

international markets.  Significantly, the Group’s Chief Executive Officer, Gerard 

Brandon, went on to note that “Growth remains on track to achieve triple digit 

percentage revenue growth year-on-year, similar to the last 3 and a half years”.  

Recognising the scale and international nature of the opportunities now being presented 

to DeepVerge, through Modern Water’s unrivalled pathogen testing equipment plus the 

surging demand presently being received for Skin Trust Club’s home test kits, both of 

which are expected to be bolstered by further significant news releases in coming 

months, TPI retains its forecasts and ambitious financial model for DeepVerge.  A DCF-

based valuation for the shares, which presently trade on a multiple of around 6x 2022E 

EBITDA, derives a price target of 94.7p.  At this time, TPI does not publish a forecast or 

price target for Microsaic.     
 

(Please note that TPI’s valuation is based on financial modelling and there is no guarantee 

that such a valuation will ever be realised, therefore please do not base investment 

decisions on this valuation alone.  Also please note that past performance is not a reliable 

indicator of future results.)     
 

Manufacturing Services Framework Agreement (‘MSFA’) 
 

DeepVerge’s 100%-owned subsidiary, Innovenn UK Limited, has signed a MSFA with 

Microsaic to further develop Modern Water’s range of scientific instruments.  An initial 

order of £400,000 has been placed for multi-sensor upgrades of the Microtox®PD and 

Microtox®BT products, which are Modern Water’s optofluidic-based sensors designed to 

identify pathogens in real-time.  

 

Microsaic’s mass spectroscopy technologies will be utilised for the advancement of 

Modern Water’s ambitious development programme, enabling creation of a last mile 

solution of interconnected sensors capable of detecting a comprehensive range of bad 

actors in water from toxins to pathogens to perfluoroalkyl/polyfluoroalkyl substances 

(‘PFAS’) in real time.  Such services will then be offered in the form of rugged, 

miniaturised mobile units, to utilities/health authorities responsible for providing 

services to different population centres.  Application will stretch across Modern Water’s 

entire product offering, beyond Microtox®PD for wastewater and Microtox®BT Breath 

Test solutions, to also include the Microtox®LX/®FX photosensitivity range for toxicity 

detection and the voltammetry-based Microtrace range for heavy metals detection. 

 

The MSFA requires Microsaic to improve and manufacture these complex instruments, 

while also providing the design, assembly, quality, and project management functions 

necessary to produce and ship equipment based on DeepVerge-approved specifications, 

design, and quality requirements.  It extends the existing relationship between the two 

companies, which was formalised in a 3-year framework agreement announced on 24 

March 2021, under which Microsaic supplies its own miniaturised mass spectrometry 

equipment and services on a non-exclusive basis across DeepVerge's global sales network,  
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marketing and distribution channels, for healthcare diagnostic and environmental health applications.  It runs for an initial one-

year term, which automatically renews for successive 12-month periods, unless either party requests within 90 days prior to the 

anniversary of its intention not to renew.  Further manufacturing services contracts with Microsaic may follow under the MSFA, 

subject to satisfactory execution of the initial contract and mutual agreement.  The framework agreement (‘MoU’) signed by 

DeepVerge and Abingdon Health plc on 29 March 2022 adds to the Group’s scientific knowledge, particularly in the area of Lateral 

Flow Tests (‘LFT’) and the technology’s integration into Modern Water’s optofluidic units, in order to multiply the volume of 

recurring consumable tests each piece of equipment can handle. 

 

The news release noted that the MSFA and its associated work order constitute a related party transaction for the Group under AIM 

Rule 13, as DeepVerge directors Gerard Brandon (CEO) and Nigel Burton (Non-executive Director) are also Acting Executive 

Chairman and non-executive director, respectively, of Microsaic.  The directors of DeepVerge who have considered the related 

party transaction are Ross Andrews, Camillus Glover and Fionan Murray (‘Independent Directors’). 

 

Commercial opportunities now opening in a post-COVID environment: 
 

After two years of being unable to adequately demonstrate its different model solutions and divisional capabilities or engage face-

to-face with stakeholders, DeepVerge is now able to take advantage of post-COVID marketing freedoms to attend/present at multiple 

international cosmetic, beauty and environmental events.  It has recently been presenting/taking stands at numerous 

expositions/conferences/ marketing forums etc., particularly on the west coast of America around San Diego and San Francisco. 

 

Skin Trust Club sparks interest of Silicon Valley 
 

Encompassing microbiology, microbiome data and AI delivered via its App, the Skin Trust Club’s unique, value-added proposition 

which offers potential to address a mass worldwide skincare market, is something that has resonated in Silicon Valley.  On 17 March 

2022, the Skin Trust Club announced that it was planning to increase the genome sequencing capacity at its North American head 

office in New Castle, Delaware.  This was followed on 29 March 2022 by an extension to its Medical and Wellness testing range; 

complementing the existing portfolio, this now includes hormone analysis (menopause and the skin changes during this time), stress 

levels (cortisol), vitamin D (and possibly other vitamins in order to recommend specific supplements), and other health markers 

such as for diabetes, heart and liver function.   

 

Widely considered to offer a superior, scientifically-based selection process for individuals seeking personalised skin product 

recommendations, a number of large US cosmetic retailers have already expressed interest by placing minimum test orders of 5,000 

units that they intend to trial both online and through retail outlets across the USA and Europe.  Multiple global skin care 

organisations have also invited Skin Trust Club to engage with their innovation teams both in the US and Europe.  Discussions with 

Tier 1 cosmetic brands potentially to add their product lines to the Skin Trust Club App’s extended list of recommendations are now 

underway.  Collaboration discussions are also continuing with multiple Silicon Valley VC backed skin care organisations.  Health 

executives from top 3 Nasdaq-listed internet corporations who attended Skin Trust Club presentations on its AI capabilities have 

also indicated their desire for follow up meetings.  Multiple high-tech and high-end beauty journalists that cover ‘next wave’ 

technologies have similarly expressed interest, interviewing senior DeepVerge scientists/AI & technology specialists. 

 

Labskin considering expansion in US 
 

At conferences in San Diego, San Francisco, London and Paris, Labskin has exhibited new products/service developments, while 

also demonstrating its capabilities to handle anticipated surges in customer demand.  As a result, a number of major 

existing/prospective Tier 1 customers are now urging Labskin to expand the capacity of its US skin testing laboratories in the US.  

Accordingly, the life science division is presently in discussions with a number of different parties regarding contractual guarantees 

for new business in the US market as part of any such expansion plans. These continue with an ambition to establish terms for 

framework agreements covering R&D, exclusivity and sales volume. Labskin has also recently unveiled a number of additional 

products/services, including a new scalp model along with significant interest in its developments that cover the hair care and 

shampoo sectors. 
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     Modern Water engaging with US cities for pathogen detection in wastewater 
 

Having been at the forefront of the British Government’s Sentinel wastewater project, Modern Water is now engaging with US 

counterparts both at local and national government programme levels.  Having showcased the real-time, networked and AI-

supported capabilities of its Microtox®PD optofluidics offering at the Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, Wastewater Conference, a number of 

US cities, some of which are already Modern Water customers, are now engaging to undertake first trials of the solution.  Elsewhere, 

in the Middle east and South Asia, Modern Water is also bidding for multiple medium-sized contracts (potential order size of £1m 

plus) for site installations.  These are consortium projects where local companies lead manage and outsource to preferred providers, 

such as Modern Water, to provide equipment and support services as part of the overall solution. Should any of these bids be 

successful, the main obstacle to these deals completing is supply chain issues, primarily with China, where other consortium 

members are currently experiencing roll-out delays due to a shortfall of key components. 

 

To the extent Modern Water can control its own supply chain in this environment, its divisions are working closely with partners 

in order to internalise as much as its supply chain as possible.  Today’s agreement with Microsaic is part of this, while the Group’s 

recently acquired Glanaco site in Ireland is already producing equipment, including the fitting out of mobile laboratories to showcase 

the capability and sophistication of Modern Water’s real time solutions.  Glanaco has also expanded its capacity as a logistics hub, 

with equipment and reagents destined for Europe and the Rest of the World now being coordinated through this site. 

 

Recognising the scale of the opportunities now being presented 
 

DeepVerge’s recent record of delivering triple digit annual revenue growth is set to be sustained in 2022.  The traditionally quiet 

opening quarter already appears to be demonstrating the start of a step-change in both international need and longer-term demand 

for Modern Water’s unrivalled pathogen testing equipment.  In tandem with this, Group receipts continue to grow rapidly as 

processing capacity for Skin Trust Club’s home test kits expand in response to both surging demand and the opening of major new 

marketing opportunities.  Meanwhile, Microtox®BT’s regulatory tests and joint venture negotiations with China Resources remain 

ongoing.  As an AI company with a strong patent portfolio that own and controls all data being created through proprietary 

technologies applied to the life science and environmental sectors, DeepVerge’s unique services are now being supplied to 

government agencies (B2G), a list of Tier 1 (Fortune 100) global corporations (B2B) and through a disruptive sales/service platform 

direct to consumers (B2C).  Recognising the scale of the opportunities being presented and in expectation of further significant news 

releases in coming months, TPI retains its ambitious 2022 forecasts for DeepVerge along with a DCF-based valuation, which suggests 

the shares presently trade at less than 6x its 2022E EBITDA multiple while implying a share price target of 94.7p.    
 

(Please note that TPI’s valuation is based on financial modelling and there is no guarantee that such a valuation will ever be realised, 

therefore please do not base investment decisions on this valuation alone.  Also please note that past performance is not a reliable 

indicator of future results.)     

   

Microsaic Systems plc: Activities   _____ 

Founded in 2001, Microsaic Systems plc (‘MSYS’, ‘the Company’) is a 

high technology company which develops point-of-need mass 

spectrometers, designed to improve the efficiency of chemical and 

biological workflows. 
 

DeepVerge plc: Activities    ___________ 

DeepVerge plc (‘DVRG’, ‘the Group’), (formerly Integumen plc) is an 

environmental and life science group of companies that develops and 

applies AI and IoT technology to analytical instruments for the analysis 

and identification of bacteria, viruses and toxins.   

Microsaic Systems plc share price chart since 22 October 2018 _____ 

                                                                                                                Source: LSE 

DeepVerge plc share price chart since 17 May 2017______________________ 

                            

    
                                                                                                                            Source: LSE                                                                           

 

Please note: Past performance is not an indication of future performance. 

https://www.londonstockexchange.com/stock/MSYS/microsaic-systems-plc/company-page
https://www.londonstockexchange.com/stock/DVRG/deepverge-plc/company-page
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THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA. 

 

Conflicts 

This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). The analyst who 

has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”) has a relationship with the company covered in 

this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the 

independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by TPI or its clients ahead of the dissemination 

of investment research.  

TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide services (including 

corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall. Accordingly, information may be available 

to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon or used research recommendations before they have been 

published. 

 

Risk Warnings 

Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document.  

Any opinions expressed in this document are those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in this document is the 

theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. 

The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and sudden swings. 

In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in significant trading spreads and sometimes may lead 

to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and forecasts are 

not a reliable indicator of future results.  

AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less demanding than those of 

the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently, AIM investments may not be suitable for some investors. Liquidity may 

be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise. 

 

Specific disclaimers  

TPI acts as joint broker to Microsaic Systems plc (‘Microsaic’) and sole broker to DeepVerge plc (‘Deepverge’), both of which are listed 

on the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange (‘AIM’).   

TPI’s private and institutional clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell Microsaic and/or DeepVerge’s securities.  

Opinions and estimates in this document are entirely those of TPI as part of its internal research activity. TPI has no authority 

whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of Microsaic or DeepVerge. 
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General disclaimers 

This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research” in accordance with 

the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable but no warranty or representation, 

express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion reflects TPI’s judgement at the date of publication and 

neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts any responsibility in respect of the information or recommendations 

contained herein which, moreover, are subject to change without notice. Any forecast or valuation given in this document is the 

theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. TPI does not 

undertake to provide updates to any opinions or views expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability whatsoever (in negligence 

or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with 

this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by applicable law).  

The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer 

to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in the document is general information intended 

for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity investment in smaller companies. It does not constitute a personal 

recommendation as defined by the FCA or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of 

individual investors nor provide any indication as to whether an investment, a course of action or the associated risks are suitable for 

the recipient.  

This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons under the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive 2004/39/EC as set out in the rules of the Financial 

Conduct Authority. This document may not be published, distributed or transmitted to persons in the United States of America, Japan, 

Canada or Australia. This document may not be copied or reproduced or re-distributed to any other person or organisation, in whole 

or in part, without TPI’s prior written consent.  

Copyright © 2022 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


